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Ref. No. Ugc-2/2015                                           Dated the 3rd May, 2015 

The Chairperson, 

Expert Committee on API, 

University Grants Commission, 

Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, 

New Delhi 

Respected Sir/Madam, 

We the largest teachers organisation of West Bengal having 89 years of experience 

in teachers movement strongly feel that we should also submit our views on this 

API/PBAS issue for your kind consideration. Earlier we had submitted a 

memorandum to our honourable Minister in Charge, Department of Higher 

Education, demanding cancellation of such humiliating system in CAS for teachers 

of the colleges and the universities. In our opinion the system of API/PBAS should 

be scrapped immediately. Concerned universities be authorised to formulate 

appropriate rules for giving promotional benefit to the UG/PG teachers of that 

University. 
With Regards, 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Srutinath Praharaj 
General Secretary, WBCUTA, Mob No-09433820610 

 

API SCORES SHOULD BE SCRAPPED COMPLETELY 

Ever since the new PBAS based on API scores was proposed as an idea, 

WBCUTA has been of the view that the quantification of teachers  performance 

is neither desirable nor serves the purpose of improving the quality of Higher 

Education. It can be argued that it is antithetical to the teaching-learning process as 

well as quality research. Most of the objections, which were fears at that time, have 

been borne out by the actual experience of teachers since its implementation in 

2010. In the last five years or so, more and more teachers from all parts of the 

country are witness to the consequences of this unacademic and irrational method 

of assessment. The general consensus is that it has proved to be extremely 

detrimental for healthy academic practices and has done nothing to raise quality of 

teaching in the institutions of higher learning. The following points may be 



considered in order to appreciate why teachers  association across the country 

today find the PBAS based on API scores unacceptable in every sense and feel that 

it should be scrapped:  

 

1. Quantifying teaching contribution in terms of time cannot be any index of 

the quality of teaching. Rather, this quantification has had the consequence 

of pushing teachers into a rat race for gathering points. By pushing teachers 

to acquire points for recruitment and promotion, it forces teachers to 

mechanically turn to score building rather than reflecting on their 

responsibilities to teaching and to their students. 

2. The neglect of classroom teaching and of engagement with students 

outside the classroom is a fallout of this system. The compulsion to be 

present in seminars and conferences to acquire points leads to the neglect of 

classroom teaching. On the other hand, the amount of time that teachers 

spend with students outside the formal structure of the classroom has been 

devalued. 

3. The insistence on production of specified quantity of research output within 

specified time periods has led to devaluing of both teaching and research. 

This system does not recognize the fact that research engagement cannot be 

regimented and insistence on time-bound outcome at definite periods in a 

researcher's life is inimical to quality.  

4. There has been no attempt to create positive conditions for research by re-

examining the workload norms or by providing satisfactory infrastructure 

and resources. The prevalent student-teacher ratio, stipulation of a 

â  minimum   and not maximum number of direct teaching hours, 

evaluation of a large number of students (that too twice a year under the 

semester system) and engagement with other areas of institutional life has 

led to overburdening of teachers. Moreover, in the case of college teachers 

in particular, minimum facilities for academic engagement such as a place to 

sit and work, access to quality library and laboratory facilities are missing. 

Similarly, the quantification of examination and evaluation work has had 

the consequence of devaluing the quality necessary for such work. 

5. This system of quantifying every activity of the teacher and forcing the 

teacher to acquire points under every category does not account for 

individual inclinations, talents or interests of teachers. The capping of points 

under different categories makes it necessary for teachers to be a mere jack 

of all trades and interferes with the academic freedom and creativity of 

teachers. It forces teachers to collect points from activities that may not be 

of interest to them, and disallows them the opportunity to pursue a long-term 

engagement in any area.  

6. The strict regimentation of teachers work by the PBAS is inimical to the 

generation and dissemination of knowledge, which can only happen in an 

atmosphere that promotes free and critical thinking.  



7. The fears that teachers bodies had regarding the unhealthy consequences of 

this system at the time of its introduction have come true. The proliferation 

of unhealthy and unfair practices such as spurious research, substandard 

publications, creation of paid journals, splitting one publication into two 

or more to get more points, to mention only a few, has had very undesirable 

consequences for Higher Education in the country. Ever since API scores 

were made mandatory, there has been a mushrooming of new journals, 

which  chase/pursue academics to publish substandard research on payment 

 to get around the requirement of API scores. This has caused tremendous 

harm to genuine and quality research.  

8. Unhealthy competition to occupy minor administrative positions in 

academic institutions as well as the compulsion to be physically present in 

different seminars and conferences, often at the cost of classroom teaching 

and genuine research, have become a reality in universities today.  

9. The allocation of administrative duties is increasingly used by the 

authorities to promote their favourites, silence dissent and penalise 

independent-minded teachers. This has fomented a culture of 

patronage and has had an unhealthy effect on the overall democratic 

character of the institution. It has adversely affected the culture of debate 

and discussion, suppressed a free and fair exchange of ideas and endangered 

academic freedom, without which meaningful education is impossible. 

10. As pointed out by scholars who have studied the effects of this system, the 

API completely disregards the diversity in the mandates and missions of 

universities across the country. It is an attempt at standardization and 

homogenization that is inimical to the diversity of culture, missions and 

ethos in various institutions.  

11. The current API system expects an impractical and unrealistic output from 

all the teachers irrespective of available facilities and infrastructure. 

Moreover, since the infrastructure, research facilities and teaching load 

(including counselling of students from weaker sections) varies from 

institution to institution, a uniform marking pattern is 

especially detrimental to the growth of teachers from socially and 

economically backward areas. 

 

The quantification mandated by the PBAS based on API scores has thus led to a 

decline in the quality of both teaching and research. It is extremely unfortunate that 

the PBAS based on API scores does not envisage teaching and research as creative 

pursuits, instead reducing these to mechanical exercises in the pursuit of some 

points.  

 

We therefore appreciate the fact that the UGC is once again reconsidering the issue 

and urge the scrapping of this academically unhealthy system. 
 


